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In addition to examining the related subjects many are developing forecasts or opinions on, this article will also outline what is unique about this forecast in its focus on speculative but eventual comprehensive "domino affect" or global "chain-reaction" of interconnectedness to the Jehovah's witnesses (JW) signal apostasy and coming signal downfall judgment.

What continues after Jehovah's witnesses "cancel" their own now apostate ministry is the global context of the "Jehovah's witnesses Downfall". (Dan11:41-43)

The Jehovah's witnesses ministry and organization will then be enveloped into the Daniel 11:41-43 context of the Daniel 8:13-14 foretold "judgment of Jehovah's witnesses", our latest [and final] true "apostates".

(1 Peter 4:17) For it is the appointed time (Dan8:14) for the judgment to start with the house of God.

As shown in previous studies, it is a global period of the fall of "King South" "7th King" national-system governmental sovereignty as transferred by wealth and finance control to "King North" "8th King" World Government.

Thus, the real "reason" Jehovah's witnesses are "going down" is not "the end of the world" but "due to transgression" e.g. apostasy. (Dan8:11-14; Dan11:32a)

A. That being the case, although this may seem as a meaningless "religious protest" by "some [XJW whacko], disgruntled 'apostate' former Jehovah's witness," (as far as corporate religious tribal labels go), against the many criminal and damaging policies corporate Jehovah's witnesses are now infamous for to some people, this speculation does have a large amount of both contextual and prophetic evidence.

And this forecast is NON-RELIGIOUS.

It is a matter of the actuality of " the faith of Jesus" (Rev14:12; Rev12:17; Rev13:10; Rev19:10), and the Kingdom mission (Matt24:14; Matt28:18-20), and the "holy covenant" of God and Christ [alone] (Matt26:26-29; Luke22:19-30), which transcends and invalidates any human corporate "authority" or "religion".

Even if this forecasts' Christian root elements are in the historic Christian progress since Rome began the new clock and calendar, that is, since circa "Zero Time", the inception of 1 AD, it is not a "religious affiliated" or "religion labeled" analysis. (That is because "religion" is the means prophecy is stalled, and it is also a temporary institution. (Rev17:15-18)

It is no accident all modern timing begins with the appearance of Jesus Christ. It has even been deemed necessary by human secular rulers affected by him and his Kingdom Mission message to base the modern chronology dating start point (anno Domini and 'before Christ' terming) on his approximated birth, in both calendars Julian and Gregorian. And it is not forever that Christ will remain in the "back of the universe", seemingly uninvolved with universal world direction for planet Earth.

B. This forecast speculates the JW Organizational promoted "end of the world", since the past and now spoken of constantly by Jehovah's witnesses "as prophhecy", is a grand deception. (2Thess2:1-12)

That false prophetic zenith in deception, to be seen fully in the future, is all based on the JW-Governing Body (GB) purposeful deceptive re-arrangement of the overall prophecy. They also employ the retention of former prophecy errors kept unaddressed on purpose as especially related to the book of Daniel, to bypass the actual globalization and world government prophecies. (Dan11:42-45; Rev16:13-16; Rev17:8-18)

This forecast claims the modern Governing Body is not composed of Christians at all anymore, much less "anointed". The original apostasy as seen in the 1976 illegal Governing Body corporate seizure of the ministry did have defective anointed Christians as per Daniel 11:30b, which led to the Daniel 11:31a infiltration and profanation of the ministry later.

(Daniel 11:32) And those (Jehovah’s witnesses) who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant, [King North] (Globalist-System) will lead into apostasy by means of smooth words. (from the Governing Body "King North" placed apostasy leadership of the WTBTS)

(Daniel 8:12) And an (JW worldwide) army itself was gradually given over (to 8th King/King North infiltrative control), together with the constant [feature] (laced with profanations), because of transgression; (UN NGO and other sins); and it kept throwing truth to the earth (cover up, WT/JW misinformation), and it acted and had success. (Dan11:30 “act effectively” by the apostate subversion operation deployed through the Governing Body and WTBTS);

This analysis claims with much evidence that the Governing Body of Jehovah's witnesses are now matured as the "man of lawlessness" and are [fully] in league with the enemy system as stated explicitly concerning their lawlessness at Daniel 8:11-12, Daniel 11:30b-32a and 2 Thessalonians 2:1-12.
In other words, **their purposeful goal is the destruction of the Jehovah's witnesses ministry; it is not some accidental "religious corruption".** (Zech11)

Prophecy states this as the real situation here in Daniel 8:11-14 and Daniel 11:30-35 in the historic context of the 1990 third United Nations presentation which the "globalist" "King North" placed Governing Body conceal.

**(Daniel 11:30-31a)** "And [King North] (Globalist-System) will actually go back and hurl denunciations against the holy covenant and act effectively; and [King North] (Globalist-System) will have to go back and will give consideration to those leaving the holy covenant (among JWs). 31 And there will be arms that will stand up, proceeding from [King North] (Globalist-System); and they (apostate JWs) will actually profane the sanctuary, the fortress, and remove the constant [feature].

**(Daniel 11:31b)** And they (all) will certainly put in place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation. (King North globalist 1990 3rd UN placement, JW UN NGO, 1991)

Thus, the whole time unto their modern recognizability, prophecy exposes them and prophecy outlines their removal and exposure as part of the "temple" judgment and recovery process of the future.

The "end of the world" is coming for that apostate global-entity as defined in the "Worldwide Organization of Jehovah's Witnesses" (JW Org), not the world system which proceeds through its final global-transformation cycle to said World Government. The world goes through a global crisis period resolving peacefully as shown in actual accurate prophecy, to then present world government [in the future]. (Matt24:6 versus 1Thess5:1-3)

The world's "end" is merely the end of notational sovereignty to define the context of that coming global transformation cycle maturation into the final globalized corporate controlled sovereignty of world government. That future cycle is mostly driven by national loss of wealth sovereignty (Dan11:42-43), which creates a takeover, not a destruction based hegemony, for globalization based world government as the completion of the globalization process.

The 'JW Organization' Watchtower Bible and Tract Society (WTBTS) dissolution amidst a final "false prophecy" fail is because they will attempt to "interpret" this coming economic global meltdown phase [as if] "the end of the world", which as covered, it will not be.

**(2 Thessalonians 2:1-2)** However, brothers, respecting the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ and our being gathered together to him, we request of you 2 not to be quickly shaken from your reason nor to be excited either through an inspired expression or through a verbal message or through a letter as though from us (Rev2:2), to the effect that the day of Jehovah is here. (in other words, it is a fake expectation based on deception "as though" from "apostles of Christ")

**(2 Thessalonians 2:3-5)** Let no one seduce you in any manner, because it will not come unless the apostasy comes first and the man of lawlessness gets revealed, the son of destruction. 4 He is set in opposition and lifts himself up over everyone who is called "god" or an object of reverence, so that he sits down in the temple of The God, publicly showing himself to be a god. 5 Do you not remember that, while I was yet with you, I used to tell you these things?

But, that failed prophecy will be but the "tip of the iceberg" inception co-event as more global events are sure to come in the far larger and impacting ongoing global context (and its ongoing Bible prophecy timeline).

And because Jehovah's witnesses have been clueless for easily thirty years now, they will be of no "enlightening" help. Jehovah's witnesses, instead, "go down" and in the Daniel 8:14 timing it eventually "dawns on them" the world is not "ending" as they falsely predicted.

That Jehovah's witnesses "the end of the world" utter failure, together with the premature "rapture club" prophecy failure of Christendom in academic and related sectors which promote that expectation, the entire Christian prophecy complex will be sorely discredited.

In the meantime, the prophecy they undermine and cover up already has the final cycle outline to prove there never was an "and of the world" in the prophecy.

**(Matthew 28:20)** And, look! I am with you all the days until the conclusion of the system of things.

**(Matthew 28:20 NIV)** And surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age. (aion)

It is "the end" of the Adamic era, the end of an appointed "age", by the conquest of Christ on Adamic "world government".

It is into that ongoing global-context, which the WTBTS will sink into the global-quicksand of. But due to its global-scale this can take some time (Dan8:14)

That "predictability" for the terminal JW apostasy is all in the "judgment prophecy" (Isa66:6; Dan8:13; Dan11:41; Rev6-9), and this Governing Body sanctioned dissolution and cancellation of the Jehovah's witnesses "good news" ministry globally is to be from the very "mouthpiece" of the JW apostate ministry and their own foretold destruction itself, as they themselves are now "foretelling" in detail.

The Jehovah's witness "end of the good news" is now in detail 'out of the blue' since 2011. (For example, Watchtower 11/2013 and 7/2015)

C. The speculation is, evidence shows Jehovah's witnesses do actually promote, practice, protect and enforce many harmful and
criminal policies as if "based on the Bible" in both the secular and spiritual dimension of "organized lawlessness" as the dominant
apostate-party of the global "reproach on God's name" (2Thess2:1-12; 1Peter4:14-17), operating in the world today of prophetic note.

But this "mystery of lawlessness" (2Thess2:1-12), is just a masterfully-effective deception which is really just self-invented evil-
mindates idolatrously [corporately] dictated by the JW "Billionaire CEO-Crime Bosses" in the so-called "Governing Body of
Jehovah's witnesses".

That so-called "Governing Body of Jehovah's witnesses" is a true "man of lawlessness"-related completion by a
known "publicly seated" criminal corporate entity if ever there was one—which there was and is, as
Jehovah's witnesses lawless corporatocracy now joins as one with Christendom's, to fully complete the "man
of lawlessness" picture.

But that epic-apostasy, as far as the scale of spiritual-ruin on the JW ministry, is to be dealt with by God by catastrophic physical
judgment as well—spiritual rejection, catastrophic corporate collapse, global ministerial termination and final prophecy-failure unfolds
as EVERYTHING Jehovah's witnesses have been covering up and diverting attention away from in the "8th King" globalization power-

That leads in time to an an eventual recovery of the truth of prophecy which will extends into the ongoing global-crisis context to
where the prophecy already indicates it has to proceed to.

Ironically, the Jehovah's witnesses epic apostate downfall worldwide is part of the very prophecy they cover up. And their apostate
ministerial downfall will then match the prophecy events, reasons, and timing of Daniel 8:11-14, Dan11:30-35,41 as an event and
timed verification of where we will actually be in that prophecy of Revelation 8-9 parallel temple judgment to cleansed recovery.

D. Then, as far as the enemy powers Jehovah's witnesses now "bed with", the deceptive purpose of Jehovah's witnesses will be
complete and that debacle of a ministry will no longer be needed except for a final "end of the world" failed deception to also fade out
by failure into the global-crisis.

Then, the whole major discrediting feature of the whole prophecy, as far as the Jehovah's witnesses ministry is concerned, is removed
by their own termed "coalition of nations" led by the "King North is Russia" eradication of the apostate ministry. It will have been the
Jehovah's witnesses downing WTBTS "self fulfilling prophecy".

E. But, that "JW The End' Delusion" can only be effective on Jehovah's witnesses for so long. (Dan13:13-14) This is because the
"global crisis" (Isa41), as the global "tribulation of those days" (Matt24:29), as the global "sword-stroke" (Rev13:3), in the prophecy
resolves peacefully (1Thess5:1-3), into complete 8th King "World Government" in time.

At some point in those continuing years Jehovah's witnesses then have to face the reality "the end" is not coming. Jehovah's
witnesses must recognize their actual foretold apostate condition before the admission for repentance can come in this same post
downfall process.

F. The "8th King" 
"King North" World Government is the rival sovereign convergent-terminus of all prophecy; "King North" (KN),
"King Fierce" and Ezekiel 38's, Daniel 2's and Daniel 7's symbologies (Dan7:23-26), are identical to Revelation 17 "8th King"
"Scarlet Wildbeast" World Government.

Those global-sovereign zenith prophecy symbols are described differently because those prophecies are for describing common and
distinct features by a number of prophecy and symbolic contexts. They were delivered [separately] over time, not all at once, and yet in
very concise form. But they all wind-up at the same place as the national sovereignty ends into the global-sovereignty of that "8th King"
World Government and its "Christ arrival" triggering final events.

G. It will be demonstrated in basic form why the Jehovah's witnesses situation will end up being the signal of the beginning of a
continuum of eventual important sequential prophecies to become one whole final cycle. (Rev8-11; Rev16; Dan11:41-43; Dan8:13-
14; Zech3; 2Thess2:1-12).

The Daniel 8:14 temple judgment verification-timing expires and leads to the 1260 days of Revelation 11
(Rev12:14; Rev13:5; Dan7:25; Dan12:7), which expires into the 1290 days period of full World Government and
the Christ arrival as parallel in the 1290 days period of Daniel 12:11 (Rev14).

And the whole period becomes "open for salvation" to anyone willing.

H. The speculation is, those "temple judgment" events in the spiritual dimension will in time become concurrent with larger progressive
signal events on the world scene which will indicate the last global-signals of the Christ arrival en route towards its reality over some
final years.

It is not as an "end all" single event because that drawn out complete final cycle helps many people come to grips with the reality of the
situation as it unfolds and free of any "religious authority" or "endorsement". (Rev17:13-17; Rev18; Rev11:13)

Under world government no ministry or religion will exist. (Rev11:7; Rev17:15-17)

The nations will not have been able to prevent said world government from ruling over them for a very short
time. (Rev17:12; Dan12:11). Thus, the final awareness (Rev1:7; Matt24:30; Rev14:6-7), is direct and personal
from Christ. And that personal "reality become belief" to "believe and be saved" can lead to acceptance of the
open salvation offer of the Kingdom of God (Rev14"6), rather than the accept the myths of the world
government so-called "new world order", which allegiance is signified by the "666 mark". (Rev13:15-18;
**Rev14:9-12**

And that open salvation offer from the Kingdom of God (Rev14:6-7), must be open for the whole 1290 days of Daniel 12:11 via Revelation 14.

And that "Christ arrival" upon a complete "8th King" rival "World Government" (Rev17:8-14), is for the concurrent Christ arrival first goal of the (multi-year; Dan12:11) sheep saving process as first priority.

What remains of the 1290 days, by that time (after Dan8:13-14 and Rev11:2 sequential timings), will be sufficient for Christ angels of liberation from the Kingdom, to cover planet Earth fully. (Rev14:6-7)

The Daniel 12:11 "1290 days" extended "open salvation offer" salvation-period occurs (Rev14:6-8), prior to total the Kingdom of Christ global-conquest by the then also completed "Messianic Kingdom". Daniel 12:11 and Revelation 14 are the concurrent post Christ arrival worldwide salvation parousia, prior to the conquest on the rival world government.

Altogether (with the JW judgment downfall), it will be an important final sequence of prophecy just beginning (1Pet4:17), for also marking and making known those globally seen events which step along over several final years, along with this final global transformation cycle into globalization completion. (Dan11:42-43; Rev16:13-16; Rev17:8-18)

I. That is, it is not an "end of the world" as some expect and WTBTS and thus, Jehovah's witnesses, also rabidly promote in their full-bypassing "exit plan" error now. (Rev13:3; 2Thess2:1-2)

Rather it leads to the post-Christ-arrival global "open salvation" guarantee period offered (Rev14:6-8), for anyone willing at global-scale, guaranteed by Christ and his holy angels of God, not humans in the final period. (Matt10:23; Rev14)

That is why in prophecy Christ's presence is known by all humans of Earth, for good or bad realizations. (Rev1:7; Matt24:30; Rev14:6-7; Rev6:12-17; Am9:1-3) That global awareness is from God and Christ (Rev1:7-8; Hag2:7; Joel2:30-32), as it allows Christ to complete his own ministry in Revelation 14, at complete worldwide scope.

J. In addition, the progressive nature of this "domino effect" is for the purpose of a spiritual cleansing and awakening for others understand what is really developing here, over time. (Dan8:14; Matt26:1-13; Rev8-9)

There is a reason it will unfold in this manner, to help others understand what is going on over these coming epic years and that a step at a time, starting with the JW Org downfall. This is because these "others" can use the awareness to aid the process of their own salvation at a very personal and 'granular' level progressing to worldwide awareness:

*(Isaiah 28:18-19) And [the JW] covenant with Death will certainly be dissolved, and that vision of yours with Sheol will not stand. The overflowing flash flood, when it passes through—you must also become for it a trampling place. 19 As often as it passes through, it will take you men away, because morning by morning it will pass through, during the day and during the night; and it must become nothing but a reason for quaking*.

That global awareness is from God and Christ (Rev1:7-8; Hag2:7; Joel2:30-32), as it allows Christ to complete his own ministry in Revelation 14, at complete worldwide scope.

K. The JW Org downfall, in this speculation, will serve as a first fulfilled prophecy [signal] in the timed (Dan8:14), and verifiable manner beyond just the recognition of the modern apostate-status Jehovah's witnesses now exhibit which itself is prophetic as explained why in this speculation. (2Thess2:1-12; Zech3:1-3; Dan8:11-14; Dan11:30-35)

That is, the JW apostate reality will end up in a signal "temple judgment" which is timed and outlined in Daniel 8:13-14 as parallel with the beginning of Revelation 8's activation of all Revelation 8-11 final "seven trumpets" on the spiritual domain of "the temple" and its larger Revelation 16 "seven plagues" global context final sequence.

(Daniel 8: 13) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one who was speaking: "How long will the vision be of the [profaned and subverted] constant [feature] (of JW ministerial offerings) and of the transgression causing desolation (UN NGO alliance and co-promotions fulfilling Daniel 11:31b), to make both [the] holy place (temple "established place"; Dan8:11, "fortress" Daniel 11:31a) and [the] (JW worldwide) army things to trample on?" (in a first 8th King "trampling" "attack" aided temple desolation "fire" of Zechariah 3:2 and Revelation 8:3-5 starting the final prophetic cycle in a global tribulation forming);

Timed Temple Judgment Period and Purification Purpose

(Daniel 8: 14) So he said to me: "Until two thousand three hundred evenings [and] mornings; and [the] holy place will certainly be brought into its right condition." (Temple purification completed in this time period parallel Zechariah 3:4-5, Revelation 8:1-5; 1150 days minimum or 2300 days probable);

All the Temple Judgment Prophecies and Supporting Parables Activate on Jehovah's witnesses Signal Apostasy

The main temple judgment prophecies of modern historic benchmarked features are in Daniel 8:11-14 and Daniel 11:30-35. The other modern temple judgment parallel prophecies are in Zechariah 3, Malachi 3:1-5 along with the principles of the "temple judgment" at 2 Thessalonians 2:1-12 and 1 Peter 4:17.
The parables of Matthew 25:1-13 (ten virgins), Matthew 24:45-51 (faithful and evil slave), Matthew 13:24-30 (wheat and weeds) and Matthew 22:1-14 (marriage feast; city of murder) are parallel parables whose principles and details unfold with the temple judgment prophecies.

Though not "prophecies", those parables add more details as to the "divine approval or rejection", enlightening purpose, and final appeal, of the judgment and some final required completions they indicate.

(Almost any parable that has a moral of divine approval and disapproval, such as the slaves and the minas, the rich man and Lazarus, etc, can be seen as having parallel principles and purposes which manifest with the divine judgment prophecies.

Thus, after the apostate JW ministry "goes down" there is some news of the prophetic summary (Rev10:5-7) and the required completions which must then manifest with an "enlightening" recovery, towards the officially complete "8th King" World Government events.

Those parables are noted which illustrate the purpose of future "light" and or spiritual cleansing and reawakening to affect others with positive news because many are familiar with them. They also illustrate the recovery purpose of "the judgment" (1Pet4:17), as part of their main moral and this prophecy information period must transcend stalled and diversionary corporate-"religion" in impact.

They also illustrate God Almighty is who must "approve" the final commission then manifesting (Rev10:8-11; Zech3:6-9), to manifest as made real through Jesus Christ as the "angel of the covenant" and the temple. And in that divine approval process some things must be rejected and exposed (2Thess2:2-4), such as the current apostasy now terminal in the Jehovah's witnesses ministry as their whole criminal "policy" complex must be "lopped off" with their condemned apostate-ministry downfall. (2Thess2:11-12)

Thus, the rogue apostate and impostor Governing Body and corrupted WTBTS elements are purged as the final obstacle now concealing their own apostasy prophecies they fulfill.

**Why Jehovah's Witnesses Must be Judged by God (not the GB)**

In the case of the apostasy and downfall of Jehovah's witnesses for their modern apostasy, thus, NOT "the end of the world" as "the real reason", it is for a final positive purpose to produce the final prophecy updates with affirmable initial prophecy-fulfillments to aid prophecy credibility out of the disaster Jehovah's witnesses have now turned former credibility into.

It leads to a cleansing by divine accounting for all these JW crimes and then a final commission (Rev10-11; Zech3:4-9). The spiritual recovery (Dan8:14; Zech3:4-9) for enlightenment of many is where it must lead. (Rev11:3-10)

That is, the JW "desolations" and global "trampling" (Dan8:13-14) results in the "cleansing" purification to produce the "temple" environment "right condition" as shown explicitly in Daniel 8:13-14 to eventually lead to a final summary to affect others in a positive manner. And that has to unfold day over day for several final years rather than the "JW Doomsday" simpleton pretext of fear and GB propaganda with zero modern evidence to support one ridiculous JW-self-serving "end all" event.

Like "Corporate Christendom" entity and leadership before and with them, the Corporate "Jehovah's Witnesses" WTBTS "religion" is now a diversionary stall and engine of lawless hypocrisy for prophecy discrediting purposes. The WTBTS is also the "man of lawlessness" leadership of an active signal apostasy and its prophecy fulfilling in progress to a prophetic scale "judgment of God".

Jehovah's witnesses must become a micro-scale "snapshot" of the eventual post-world-government illegalization and termination of all global corporate religion deep in the final cycle wrap-up. (Rev17:15-17)

There is no way in heaven, earth, or hell, that the negligent joke of a ministry Jehovah's witnesses have now become can have:

1. Any actual "divine warning" validity as Jehovah's witnesses are lawless criminals themselves;
2. Any actual "divine approval" because it is an apostasy;
3. Any hope of "getting off scot-free" because God is God and Jehovah's witnesses have openly reproached Him by GB lead in constant brazen manner for many lawless years now;
4. An actually valid final prophecy forecast; a final prophecy failure is what will climax this apostasy.

**NO WAY!!!**

The entire "divine approval" of Jehovah's witnesses is the human-approval of the Corporate Club of Sinners in their "Governing Body". The WTBTS Governing Body also recently globally publicly judged and "lifted themselves over everyone" as the "faithful and discreet slave", by their own self-appointed approval.

That is, this latest 2 Thessalonians 2:3-4 fulfilling stunt is not by a divine prophetic judgment, as in all times in the past, but by a self-approved "judgment" and self-elevation of themselves as the 'supreme gods' of Jehovah's witnesses to fulfill 2 Thessalonians 2:3-4 in plain sight in 2012-2013. That was a very bad sign and very red flag waving for all to see.

Thus, Jehovah's witnesses apostasy merely underscores the stalled-state of all corporate religions as corrupted and subverted entities. Jehovah's witnesses are just the latest "Babylon the Great" "members in good-standing". The only real purpose of corporate religion, we can see now including Jehovah's witnesses, is to stall progress and introduce, "organize" and culture deception and error to aid the stall and hypocrisy development as profit-driven predatory-parasites of mass "flock" behavior control globally.

It will be explained later that "judging" corrupt corporate multi-trillionaire "religions" as a whole is not to judge individuals "in the
[enslaved] flock" who are the targeted "human assets", the required slaves, and the very source of wealth and income for use by those predatory spiritual organizations as a whole. (Rev18:4)

This is not a "judgment" on any individual, even apostate lawless Jehovah's witnesses who sorely need it, because it is their "corporate personality" as expressed through their leadership who led them to this state of disaster and more is yet to come. (Eze34; John10; Zech11)

In this forecast, that set of initial JW "organizational downfall" events on Jehovah's witnesses now spiritually defunct ministry ends up tying to the rest of the then fully active prophecy fulfilling and its global-event timeline and outline well beyond the current JW apostasy which will self-vaporize relatively quickly (even if a few years) into the overall ongoing, longer and larger range global context cycle.

Therefore this forecast comprehensively ties all these developments together over time and over the prophecy outline which lays out the main events in order and that with its main prophecy and real-world signal developments beyond just the JW modern final apostasy signal.

Why so Hard to See?

When we look at the real reasons Jehovah's witnesses devolved into apostasy as prophecy and the world system actually in full prophetic "6th King" "King North" World Government-in-progress ongoing prophetic fulfillment there are reasons why this is so difficult to detect at first glance. Jehovah's witnesses silence on prophecy is one reason this progresses mostly unseen.

1. Both systems (JW apostasy and World Government-in-progress) have no public disclosure publication. That is, both the GB based apostasy and the globalism system do not declare their purpose and objectives openly to their audience. This means one has to make the effort to look into other sources of information on these characters.

2. They both have controlled media systems which are far from "free speech" but are well engineered menus of regular, scheduled, and well designed propaganda. That is, because of corporate diligence to slowly bring in World Government in secrecy there is no "mainstream media" goal of informing everyone of what the project goal is and how the project is progressing; instead it is mostly distractions, disinformation, misinformation and information useless "entertainment" and commerce.

A. Jehovah's witnesses have a similar "JW Media" new propaganda system designed as a "Pied Piper" "flute" concert to direct Jehovah's witnesses forward into their apostasy by use of erred and outdated prophecy teachings. If you ever go and view some "JW Media" videos you will soon detect that that media outlet is designed to [preach solely to Jehovah's witnesses] not "the world"; and it does so as if speaking to mentally challenged "JW toddlers".

It is designed to control, placate and distract Jehovah's witnesses and continue their soothing-brainwashing in the direction of the "end of the world" hype and their abandonment of all their worldly assets for a trip to the "JW Bunker System" as the JW Org is dissolved in the future in that fake "end of the world" pretext.

Thus, because neither of these transformations have outright noticeable features immediately discernible they both take extra effort to investigate them and research into information not so easily accessible unless you are out looking for that information on the Web. But, both of them are becoming more "accidentally" noticeable as one may come across more and more researcher commentaries which try to explain the JW apostasy or the global trek to World Government from various perspectives.

This growth in exposure from alternative media sources is what has helped many people escape the Jehovah's witnesses apostate trap. (Matt24:15) It has also helped some start to realize exactly what it is in globalism progress and objective and how Jehovah's witnesses are now engaged in the cover-up of this prophetic progress. (Dan8:12b)

The Daniel 11 Real Nationalism 'King South' Versus the Globalism 'King North' Global Drama

And that inter-related dynamic of the [sovereign] "struggle between nationalism and globalism" (Dan11:40a) is pretty much an undeniable global-trend to anyone who has looked into this subject matter in any depth; it is in the developmental history, in the numbers and in the main global trend progress itself. In fact, it was to become so strikingly obvious what the "King South" nationalism and "King North" globalism system "pushing" was to manifest as at global-scale even the Bible states the essence of that "struggle" in short order here in symbolic terms:

(Daniel 11:40) "And in the time of [the] end the king of the south will engage with him in a pushing, and against him the king of the north will storm with chariots and with horsemen and with many ships; and [King North] will certainly enter into the (global national) lands and flood over and pass through.

Thus, it is "King North" who is the "aggressor". It is "King North" who, in symbolic terms, uses means to "enter into the lands and flood over and pass through" successfully as globalism is the driving force which is pushing that global "invasion" into the national systems and that mostly by financial means.

As both King South and King North go global in application as declining nationalism versus ascendant globalism, they also simplify in final meaning.

And this realization is what became evident in 1990 when the USSR failed at this "King North" role also continuing today to become national pawns of the real King North globalism-based "World Government in progress" with the rest of the "flooded over" nations. When that progress reaches completion into final form as complete World Government in the future that global-sovereign entity will become "King North" as the "8th King" fully globalized "scarlet wildbeast".

No longer do we need to be diverted by the "play of national" struggles in politics and world war when in the end they are all pawned...
by "King North" globalism anyways.

(Daniel 11:27) "As and regards these two kings (nationalism and globalism), their heart will be inclined to doing what is bad, and at one table a lie is what they will keep speaking. But nothing will succeed (for a while and in a national system dominance meaning), because [the] end is yet for the time appointed.

As we see in all the world wars so far no nation or partial bloc of nations becomes completely dominant. But, "King North" as a globalization of all the nations is what is "successful" the entire time and that is why "King North" is called "The King" here:

(Daniel 11:36) "And the king will actually do according to his own will, and he will exalt himself and magnify himself above every god; and against the God of gods he will speak marvelous things. And [King North] will certainly prove successful until [the] denunciation will have come to a finish; because the thing decided upon must be done.

That is the "King North" Globalization System which became obvious in the 1990 third United Nations presentation as the Cold WW3 cycle resolved peacefully into that "place the disgusting thing" here:

(Daniel 11:31b) "And they will certainly put in place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation.

As the Jehovah's witnesses ministry covered it up as a result of this apostasy here:

(Daniel 11:30-31a) ...[King North] will have to go back and will give consideration to those leaving the holy covenant (ongoing, in the JW ministry). 31 And there will be (spiritual) arms that will stand up (into the JW ministry), proceeding from [King North]; and they will actually profane the sanctuary, the fortress, and remove the constant [feature].

(Daniel 11:32a) "And those who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant, he will lead into apostasy by means of smooth words.

That is a far simpler yet far more massive in truly global-scope reality we now "see" in all these "signs" "seen" in the "sun, moon and stars" of the global system including the apostasy development of Jehovah's witnesses. (Luke21:25; The meaning of these "signs" will be discussed in more detail later.)

(Daniel 11:42-43) And [King North] will keep thrusting out his hand against the (national) lands; and as regards the land of Egypt (King South national domain), (subservient symbol) she will not prove to be an escapee. 43 And [King North] will actually rule over the hidden treasures of the (global) gold and the silver and over all the desirable things of [King South] Egypt. And the Libyans and the Ethiopians will be at his steps. (as the rest of that smaller nations will be sucked into the non-destructive but subservient 7th King downfall wake)

Therefore as we see in global research globalization overcomes national systems until they are all pawned by debt-servitude financially and other intriguers to gain control of national sovereignty. In the end globalization will pawn all the global wealth including the global gold and silver and the "desirable things" assets of the King South national-system as that collective-sovereignty will also become that of the King North globalist system as eventually World Government as the sole global-sovereign rival of God's Kingdom in Bible prophecy.

(Revelation 17:12-13) "And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do receive authority as kings one hour with the wild beast. 13 These have one thought, and so they give their power and authority to the wild beast.

(Revelation 17:17) For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out his thought, even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their kingdom to the wild beast, until the words of God will have been accomplished.

Daniel 11:42-43 is so explicit, albeit symbolic overall, as to even now "explain itself" in the "King North" globalization capture of the to-be-pawned "King South" global national systems who give their sovereignty, that is they give their national power and authority and they "give their kingdom" in their national-sovereignty through globalization systems progress unto the true "8th King" "scarlet wildbeast" World Government only now in its final form of progress to said global sovereignty. (Rev17:11-17)

It seems, the global "master debtor" is the national governments and their societies globally. The rarely mentioned "master creditor" is the corporate multi-nationalists and their handlers and that reality is in the "King North" (KN) globalization "corporatocracy" control and advantage over time.

Thus, that dynamic is simply put at Daniel 11:42-43, where the "King North" globalization-engineering-corporatists are the eventual dominant player over the national systems in that "King South versus "King North" global-drama of Daniel 11:27-45 which is what inspires all this kind of global research whether the researchers know it or not.

Invasion of Jehovah's Witnesses

But as that all reaches its climax through this final global stressing crisis phase, the Jehovah's witnesses anointed Christian "decoration" is also finalized in its own "invasion" as now we see signs of "entry" in the illegal "Governing Body" infection and all the "weeds" it spawns in the Jehovah's witnesses ministry.

(Daniel 11:41) He will also actually enter into the land of the Decoration, and there will be many [PEOPLE (Dan11:32-35)] that will be made to stumble.
Thus, what is evident now operative inside the Jehovah's witnesses ministry in examples such as:

1. Jehovah's witnesses being silent on King North Globalism since it became apparent in 1990's third UN presentation, and;

2. Jehovah's witnesses endorsing and contracting with that third United Nations globalization effort as UN NGO, and;

3. Jehovah's witnesses downward spiral into a gutter of lawlessness in WTBTS money laundering and racketeering and personal, family and child abuse;

Is a signal which indicates that "enter the land of the Decoration" by "King North" is active now. But, it also must climax with the JW Organizational dissolution as these KN-allied racketeers in the GB also cancel the JW ministry. That JW ministerial cancellation is permitted by God due to apostasy not because of any real threat of the "end of the world".

Thus, when the GB try to say "Daniel 11:44-45 has activated" in the future with a decoy fake Russian "King North" diversion, in reality, it will be the climax of the Daniel 11:41-43 globalization(Dan11:42-43) process sovereignty-transfer process into which context of global-crisis developing the JW ministerial invasion (Dan11:41) and cancellation process can complete. (Dan8:11)

The "7th King" Controlled National-Sovereignty Downfall as "King South"; "8th King" "Ascension" as "King North" World Government

This is being repeated again, because the "King South" and "King North" symbols are synonymous with the "7th King" and "8th King" symbols in parallel-prophecy meaning as concurrent convergence into World Government in the future. All prophecy converges into one final "World Government" meaning because all national-system power will also converge into "World Government" in this final symbology timeline.

In that prophecy of an "8th King", thus "8" AFTER the "7th King" "7" now in the current Anglo-American predominant nation-state system lead, the "King South" nation-state systems "old world order" must be "pawned" in full official form by its new Globalist "King North" master-system "new world order", e.g., World Government "8th King" synonymous, in the future.

(Daniel 11:42-43) And he [King North (globalist-system)] will keep thrusting out his hand against the (national-system "King South") lands; and as regards the land of Egypt, she (dominated King South system) will not prove to be an escapee. 43 And he [King North system] will actually rule over the hidden treasures of the (global) gold and the silver and over all the desirable things of (national-system, King South) Egypt.

As mentioned earlier, that is probably the most explicit straightforward prophecy in the Bible in the way it is worded as part symbolic and mostly literal. This is because when it does fulfill, it must become easily recognized and ascertainable by many people quickly.

And please note, the "King North" Globalist reality is the easy-to-see final global-power-system player whom the Governing Body of Jehovah's witnesses (GB) purposely covers-up for and purposely ignores in exposing prophecy commentary.

Though the Governing Body of Jehovah's witnesses appears stupid are they really so dumb and diverted so as to not have noticed the topics already discussed here which on the Web are in the hundreds of thousands of commentaries?

No, they must be "in on it" to be this "stupid" (Dan11:32a) as supposedly "full-time [and expert] Bible researchers" with all the resources available to do their supposed jobs well beyond an "eight hour day". Either way, this stupid or this evil, they are fired.

Well, in Bible prophecy there is a final world power, the "8th King"= "King North"= "King Fierce" final sovereign maturation and it will be a World Government in its final completion in the future.

It would not be that big of a surprise to find "ruling the world" is the number one goal of more people than just God and Christ. And in fact that global conflict, that universal contention, the "sovereign issue" of who will rule this world is actually alive and well and driving home in spite of all the overall global and JW nap phase effects. Not everyone, especially "worldly researchers" by the way, are "asleep at the wheel" like Jehovah's witnesses are they?

Along the lines of the concept of global-corporate rule, The Governing Body and its engineered JW Org corporatism actually serve "King North" Globalism development (Dan11:30b, 32a) as an aid to global-public ignorance, cover-up and a purposely erected deceptive final "forecast" timeline to go along with it all.

The GB are also the guides of the final destination of the WTBTS billions they have milked from Jehovah's witnesses by "Watchtower Real Estate Tycoon" aiding slave labor and donations for eventual "King North" "pawning" as this cycle runs its course in the future.

That is, in addition to sullyng JW spirituality, abusing children while reproaching God and Christ and the whole nine yards the GB and WTBTS and all "King North" puppet corporations. The GB and WTS are also multi-billionaire "Globalists" of the apostate corporate religious type regularly milking Jehovah's witnesses for more money and inheritances as if they are "nearly broke", the deceitful thieves that they are. (Rev2:2; Isa1:23; Ez37:22; Hos7:1)

WTBTS and its JW puppets and organizational "spiritual thugs" are but another example of an all-controlled by-product of terminally-corrupted religious global-corporatism. It becomes increasingly obvious the spiffy and polished "JW Organization" is just another corporate body of the real King North Globalist puppet-system, merely a religious "JW Puppet" in the larger world play.

8th King "King North" is also the entity the GB married Jehovah's witnesses to as UN NGO "King North" "8th King" covenanter engineers which is the "King North Globalism System" global "image" ensign as the "United Nations" executive branch "image" as a
real forming nucleus of real "8th King" World Government. (Matt24:15) In effect, the "Governing Body of Jehovah's Witnesses" are the "mediators of a new covenant" for Jehovah's witnesses, a "Covenant with the Wildbeast". (Isa28:14-22; Dan11:32a)

But that is no surprise to God is it?

(Daniel 11:30) And (King North) will actually go back and hurl denunciations against the holy covenant and act effectively; and he will have to go back and will give consideration to those (JW leaders) leaving the holy covenant.

THAT is what Jehovah's witnesses now share a bed with day, noon and nightly.

Though some do not extend their "eye opening" commentaries as far as the main global-objective of a World Government in complete and "official" form, there are cases where some do. Overall the geo-political and globalization academic theory does actually explore the details and possible explanations of how World Government could form upon the completion of the "globalization" process in the future. (Such as some of those at www.globalresearch.ca)

Like "Capitalism" but huger in scope and power "Globalization" is a global-process with a global goal of completion. And it is the main driving global-force that is actually "gathering nations" at this time, by that globalization means.

That "globalization" process of actual "globalization" means consolidating international corporate interconnectedness to manage a "one world economy" and everything within that scope and other things which are required to protect and expand it—such as a sole World Government and its "ten hons" sole world military.

The process of "globalization" harnesses global-capitalism and consolidates its financial systems into one [private] multi-corporate wealth control managed complex which power-nucleus then gains progressive control of everything "nation-state" "national government" managed.

That final wealth consolidation process is empowered through the credit-debt and the monetary system which systems require true massive wealth to provide the "money/currency system" basis which is deployed as a credit-debt system globally, it is "lent" to the national powers with interest and the "service" is also not free.

(Habakkuk 2:6-7) 'Woe to him who is multiplying what is not his own—O how long!—and who is making debt heavy against himself! 7 Will not those claiming interest of you rise up suddenly (Dan11:42-45), and those wake up who are violently shaking you, and you certainly become to them something to pillage?

As a result, the national systems are debt based as they work for the globalist financial sector who actually accrues the true wealth (and global hard assets), in the process of debt-dependency as nations go progressively indebted and bankrupt instead. (Dan11:42-43)

The truth is national leaders are not qualified nor do they have the time to manage global financial systems so that service has been "outsourced" to private institutions such as the "Federal Reserve System" in which process the private corporate systems gained control of national wealth systematically to the point a final global-stressing cycle will complete the process. (Dan11:42-43) Joan Veon also describes the process very clearly in here "When Central Banks Rule the World" presentation.

The national systems are becoming increasingly dependent on a globalized authority, such as in global-finance system management. Globalism is the main global-driving-force of how nations actually are being "gathered" into a globalization based final ruling authority, aka, "World Government".

(Revelation 16:13-16) And I saw three unclean inspired expressions [that looked] like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon and out of the mouth of the wild beast and out of the mouth of the false prophet. 14 They are, in fact, expressions inspired by demons and perform signs, and they go forth to the kings of the entire inhabited earth, to gather them together to the war of the great day of God the Almighty. 15 “Look! I am coming as a thief. Happy is the one that stays awake and keeps his outer garments, that he may not walk naked and people look upon his shamefulness.” 16 And they gathered them together to the place that is called in Hebrew Har−Magedon.

In paraphrased terms that could say: "to globalize them together to the war...", that is the same meaning in essence. Except globalization is the more modern and descriptive term for the actual global-gathering means of how nations are actually "gathered" under one globally authoritative system which though making member nations a part of the ruled system its true rulers are corporate globalist "kings"—the whole system is the "8th King", "King North", "King Fierce" of Bible prophecy in terminal form.

From search evidence cited below [“1”] there are now more of these types of "World Government" commentaries than the global crisis and "doomsday" predictions and descriptions as far as a few test searches revealed.

These World Government and global-crisis warnings and forecasts, which do at times derive from academic globalization and geopolitical studies and sciences, are the ones which cover most of the actual researched histories, facts and statistics to the point it is no longer a "theory" as to what is developing.

The more complete studies are generally the ones which make it to the "World Government square" in their analysis.

The recently recognizable global-trends we see in this information are identifiable by the provable global statistical trends which seem to indicate we are in the final preparatory phase prior to an engineered "global-meltdown".

That final global-stressing-cycle would, in this theory, be required to precede full blown World Government as its "birthing" cycle as the World Government and its final presentation is actually aided by a preceding phase of global economic dysfunction temporarily.
The "global crisis" is sort of like the final nail in the national system coffin as those systems are the ones affected the most by the stressing turbulence as aided by their massive debt and unfunded liability portfolios.

But rather than be a destructive violent war-like takeover, this "war" is of wealth control and it equates to national subservience and full loss of true autonomous national sovereignty. This point escapes Jehovah's witnesses who teach there is no final conquering "king" in the "King South" versus "King North" Daniel 11:27-45 drama because they expected a destructive victor.

But what the prophecy clearly shows in Daniel 11:42-43 is that "King North's" victory is one of wealth control over "King South" making that "King South" "7th King" complete national system its vassal nation under "8th King" "King North" World Government "scarlet wildbeast".

The national system and government subservience is the final "give their power" to the Revelation 17 "scarlet wildbeast" system as its aiding members.

(Daniel 11:39) And [King North] will act effectively against the most fortified strongholds (such as the USSR and eventually Russia, China and all the nations), along with a foreign god (globalism). Whoever has given [King North] recognition (in national governments, etc) [King North] will make abound with glory, and [King North] will actually make them rule among many (as World Government vassal-rulers); and [the] ground [King North] will apportion out for a price.

(Daniel 8:24) And [King Fierce] power must become mighty, but not by his own power (but as aided by pawning the national system-global).

Conveniently, the national-system "debtor default" among other possible mega-dysfunctions triggered by that future "economic meltdown" would have to eventually come under a globalization authority "receivership" of then actual global recovery authority.

In this forecast speculation, that global-crisis-cycle would not result in "the end of the world" as stressful as it may be. As "doomsday" as it may appear for a time, it would converge instead into the full completion of the globalization process, the global "pawning" of "King South" and then a global-recovery phase into "King North" World Government as complete and officially stated globally.

That is, the total post-crisis "King South" "7th King" national system stressing for full dependency on the "King North" "8th King" globalist World Government system for "global rescue" is the real "King North" "8th King" designate system goal—which would actually be aided and accelerated by that final global crisis period. (Rev13:3; Dan11:42-43);

And as in the World War 1, World War 2 and the "Cold War" unique (Dan11:29) "Cold World War 3" global-system transforming global-cycles, transformation is aided by the national debt and the national expense of war preparation, and then the expense of the actual conflict itself and then the expense of the recovery "reparation" in the "hot war" cases.

Transformation is also aided by the ominous but "motivating" context of the global crisis if it manifests as it did with World War 1 and 2. But, even the threat of a global-conflict (as with the Cold War phase), can motivate nations to aid the transformation process even if in a less accelerative manner as with the drawn-out Cold War cycle.

As we have seen in history, when the global-storm or threat of one passes, it resolves as it did with all three of those former global crisis periods. It was not "the end of the world". The stressing-cycle just accelerated the global-development process towards the next level.

The final evolution of human management of other humans and things from tribe to state to nation to planetary "globalism" is in this World Government maturing objective. It has progressed over all these global cycles, and it was climaxed, all three times past, by a United Nations related presentation "we must ensure peace" pitch to cap-off the whole cycle and its real purpose.

It is the signal "global sovereign" final globalization governmental entity that when in truly final, complete, stated and ultimately dangerous form will finally trigger the True Universal War Lord.

That actually super-universal "war lord" (Rev19:11-21; Num24:17) is Jesus Christ as then newly crowned King of kings "in the midst of his enemies" in their very "World Government" faces; but not for conquest immediately but to take a few years (Dan12:11) to secure those who surrender to him beforehand or in that final period of Daniel 12:11 as it winds down to completion itself.

It is sort of a no-brainer this would be the final sovereign-entity in truly "globalized" form in world development that would finally get a sovereign reaction from the super-celestial power system which larger problem, but none at all really, is whisking Satan and the demons into their spiritual cell. (Rev20:1-3) The human based resistance to the Kingdom of God and the Messianic Kingdom will be a mere film of dust to blow away. (Dan2:31-45)

That being the current state of incompleteness, they need to be more prepared than they are at this time:

(Joel 3:9-11) "Proclaim this, you people, among the nations, 'Sanctify war! Arouse the powerful men! Let them draw near! Let them come up, all the men of war! 10 Beat your plowshares into swords and your pruning shears into lances. As for the weak one, let him say: 'I am a powerful man.' 11 Lend your aid and come, all you nations round about, and collect yourselves together.'" To that place, O Jehovah, bring your [angelic] powerful ones down.

But prepared they will be and so will and must their Demon-Angelic Leader also be "ready" and all his "congregation" in globalized World Government military form at that time:

(Ezekiel 38:7) Be ready, and let there be preparation on your part, you with all your congregation, those congregated alongside you, and you must become their guard.
This forecast shows the Devil and his forces will be permitted to resist to the full and be the leading "guard" of their final sovereign creation on Earth in "8th King" "scarlet wildbeast" "World Government" for as long as they can—which will not be long, "one hour" symbolic as per Revelation 17:2.

Thus, the whole World Government development must progress to completion to a few final years of permitted sovereign global-rule as symbolically described in Revelation 17:12 as "one hour". That "one hour" will elapse as the Daniel 12:11 final "open salvation" period.

In other words, World Government final global-sovereign rival rule shall be the shortest rule of any human system described in the divine purpose prophecy towards this end since the time of Babel and Egypt as mapped in Daniel 2 first, and then the other prophecies of Daniel 8, Daniel 11, Revelation 13 and Revelation 17 as structured prophecy frameworks based on prophecy-becoming-history regularly.

Thus, the "end of the world" forecast of Jehovah's witnesses and other groups is a farce that tries to bypass the full long-range completion process of prophecy and reality. That is how it "keeps panting on to the end", it has to run its full course globally and prophetically:

(1) (Habakkuk 2:2-3) And Jehovah proceeded to answer me and to say: “Write down [the] vision, and set [it] out plainly upon tablets, in order that the one reading aloud from it may do so fluently. 3 For [the] vision is yet for the appointed time, and it keeps panting on to the end, and it will not tell a lie. Even if it should delay, keep in expectation of it; for it will without fail come true. It will not be late.

And it is not "panting on" to the "end of the world" merely the demon-human based weak and impotent rival "8th King" so-called World Government system at that time.

That long-range prophecy "to the hilt" process instead describes the complete and fully "Har Magedonized" global militarized planetary-scale arena for the entry of the Ultimate Warrior of all time, Jesus Christ.

Jesus Christ is now beyond "Archangel" in power second only to God Almighty Himself but empowered to infinite degrees as well since his promotion after the earthly sacrificial mission was completed.

But with at least a thousand billion holy angels not to mention God Almighty himself (Rev1:7-8) they will have to use the kid-gloves so as not to devour the whole Milky Way much less this tiny speck known as Planet Earth; it will be a highly controlled operation one to save lives while deposing the illegal sovereign rival to the wind. (Dan2:31-45)

But it will be more power than any human or demon has ever witnessed and felt being unleashed on the rival World Government; it will complete the Kingdom of God mission. The planetary energy system of Earth itself could easily devour all life on Earth with only the need of angelic power to wield it. But we can expect, that will not be the only form of energized power to be used on the rival "king" and it is only that entity that will be ended.

This is the kind of "good news" for all life on Earth that Jehovah's witnesses now sweep under the rug as they push WTBTS fountains of septic-swill instead. (Rev6:10-11)

**Four World War to World Government Cycles**

This is the UN1-2-3-4 historic connection to future World Government "UN4" which Jehovah's witnesses have severed into irrelevance at UN1-2 as guided by their GB liars of Revelation 2:2:

1. **UN1-1914-1919:** WW1 and its resolution led to the first modern era presentation of the idea of a World Government as internationally desirable to ensure "world peace" as represented by the "League of Nations" Globalist "image" entity. (Rev13:11-15); IBSA and Jehovah's witnesses taught this.

2. **UN2-1939-1945:** WW2 brought the US into the United Nations official membership along with the re-presented "United Nations". (Rev17:8-11); Jehovah's witnesses exposed and taught this

3. **UN3-1947-1991:** Cold WW3. The unique Cold War resolution resulted in another United Nations focused global presentation. (Dan11:31) That 1990 United Nations global-recap revisited those United Nations claims as then the implied Cold War victor (Dan8:23, Dan11:31,36-39) as "nuclear holocaust" and a hot "World War Three" was one of the threats temporarily neutralized by the collapse of the Soviet Union;

Note that instead of explaining this easy to see triple-pattern and that the collapse of the USSR cannot define the real King North (Dan11:36), Jehovah's [supposed] witnesses, instead, partnered with the United Nations as a UN NGO "escort service" and silenced all this commentary as they still do today as they "ride the wildbeast" by their own definition of misconduct and Kingdom of God treason.

(1) **(Matthew 24:15-16)** Therefore, when you catch sight of the (JW UN NGO) disgusting thing that causes desolation, as spoken of through Daniel the prophet (Dan11:31b), standing in a holy place, (let the reader use discernment,) 16 then let those in Judea begin fleeing to the mountains.

Jehovah's witnesses jumped aboard the saddle of their own vilified "UN scarlet wildbeast" new ride when that 1990 UN Carnival opened up to the WTBTS at the end of the Cold War rather than update the obviously erred King North prophecy as applied to the then officially failed USSR (Dan11:36c), supposed "King North".
The question is, if IBSA and Jehovah’s witnesses exposed and explained the first two United Nations related events as prophecy after World War 1 and World War 2 then why did they not expose it as well after Cold World War 3’s cycle?

1. Jehovah’s witnesses are led by internal King North GB liars who cover this up in their sacred duties to the Dragon and their Scarlet Wildbeast Masters, for starters. (Dan11:32a)

2. The "Cold War" cycle was unique as also stated at Daniel 11:29. It was not as easily recognizable as a third world-war-to-world-government cycle as were the two former world wars.

The problem for the JW "King North Lie" was and is, "King North", "The King" in the below citation, cannot and does not fail (as the USSR did) while en route to eventual World Government:

(Daniel 11:36) And the king [King North] will actually do according to his own will, and he will exalt himself and magnify himself above every god; and against the God of gods he will speak marvelous things. And he [King North] will certainly prove successful until [the] denunciation will have come to a finish; because the thing decided upon must be done.

Thus, by JW negligence and cover-up what is lost is the UN1-2-3 continuum in the logic that UN1-2-3-4 of the future is indeed "8th King" World Government in its final complete phase of development. Jehovah's witnesses are stalled way back in 1945 at UN-1-2 as the whole vigilance is lost for their "lukewarm" slide into prophecy coma, also a prophecy by the way. (Dan8:12)

4. UN-4 Future "Sword-Stroke": The future global crisis to resolve (Dan11:42-45; Rev13:3; Isa41) into the "8th King" "King North" World Government official global-completion and final presentation with the United Nations as the "image" focus no matter how it may be finally re-branded and presented. (Rev17:12; Dan11:45; Dan8:25)

Thus, the fourth and future final step into a global crisis phase to accelerate global-system maturation into complete globalism-system dependency, though more complete than the former three steps in this same direction of those former three world war cycles, is actually a "no brainier", it suggests itself with or without prophecy. Because this global-crisis to intended global-solution has worked very well three times so far, the world government engineers will keep using it for the final cycle as well.

Many can now forecast this, having seen three of these cycles already—guessing that a forth global cycle precedes also a fourth "United Nations" related presentation along with its World Government entity is not so difficult really; it now "predicts" itself 1-2-3 then 4.

THAT is why covering up that UN1-2-3 third cycle highlight in 1990 was so important. It truncates the UN1-2-3-4 continuum and stalls recognition of the whole process and its easy-to-see logic in that UN1-2-3-4 continuum.

In fact, because this "world-war-to-world-government" pattern of "desolations to recovery" for globally positive highlighting effect has occurred now THREE times since 1914-1919’s first cycle, it can be predicted with logic alone—you don't even need prophecy to see it!

That is you do not need prophecy to see how the world war "sword stroke" global "problem to solution" cycle works. And logically if it occurred three times already, leading to a UN-related presentation. The simple logic is it will occur the fourth time for full blown World Government as the ultimate climax of all the cycles in the future.

Though prophecy is the reliable true guide, there are enough clues in those three past global-cycles so as not to require being Einstein (a "genius" or "rocket scientist"), Daniel the Prophet (a real "prophet") or Sherlock Holmes (a "master detective") to see it could and probably will occur a final time, a fourth time in the now predictable quadruple-global-series of the last approximate century. It is just not that hard to guess; a smart chimp could draw this same conclusion it is so obvious. Yet of course, that is my opinion, but it seems to all be "writing on the wall" for all to see. The more one looks, the more one finds.

That is partly why we have so many of these types of varied forecasts of the meaning and future of this now more recognizable global-process over this last century, many things are getting much simpler to "see" and it compels some people to say something about it for "their neighbors" as many of these people are from purely secular backgrounds and perspectives.

Now you know why what is being described here is not unique in its basic import on these three areas of speculation in retribution, global-crisis and World Government.

What is also not unique is some researchers, though a far lesser amount, connect all these things to Bible prophecy—including Jehovah's [former] witnesses.

They way that final prophecy continuum is connected is what will become apparent as we move to the Christ arrival upon world government and his own Messianic Kingdom ministerial completion drive for securing all the final savable humans of earth, with a global Kingdom terms of peace, as in Revelation 14 via Daniel 12:11 final 1290 days timeframe.

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice: “Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!” (Rev17:15-17; Rev11:11-13; Rev16:17-20)
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